Production and logistics

We manufacture at our Oetwil am See location in Switzerland. This permits us to respond quickly and effectively to changing market needs so that our customers benefit every day from high deliverability.

Production

Processing centre
The Jacmount® Adjustable Levelers and Wedgmount® Precision Levelers are manufactured using state-of-the-art CNC machines.

Automatic lathe with bar loader
Thanks to CNC automatic lathes with bar magazine and robot load changer, our products are precision manufactured cost-effectively.

Automatic lathe with robot loader
This automatic lathing machine with robot loader is a highly flexible and cost-effective processing system.

Plano-milling machine
The precision wedges of the Wedgmount® Precision Levelers are efficiently produced on plano-milling machines. A high quality product is the result.

Special automatic boring machine
To meet the high demands of our international customers, we use special automatic boring machines that we developed ourselves. They combine high precision manufacturing with maximum efficiency.

Logistics

High-rack storage
A key factor in guaranteeing our high delivery capacity is our high-rack storage (27 m long and 10 m high) with 1,200 pallet spaces.

Assembling shop
Assembling of pads on Jacmount® Adjustable Levelers and Wedgmount® Precision Levelers is done in accordance with the customer’s individual application conditions.

Output checking and shipping
After a thorough check, products are carefully packaged and sent to the customer for many years of use.